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Purpose
Following the meeting of the Subcommittee on Matters Relating to
Railways (“the Subcommittee”) on 4 November 2010 which discussed the
train service suspension between Yau Ma Tei and Jordan Stations on the
Tsuen Wan Line on 21 October 2010, this paper provides information on the
follow up actions carried out by the MTR Corporation. It also provides the
findings of the technical investigation conducted by the supplier into the
failure of the concerned traction motor/circuit breaker.
Review of the Incident
2.
The Corporation is fully aware of and understands the concerns of
passengers during the train service suspension on 21 October 2010. Many
passengers were delayed and the Corporation would like to sincerely
apologise for the inconvenience caused. The Corporation agrees that there
was room for improvement in how the situation was handled, especially in the
areas of information dissemination, shuttle bus arrangement, co-ordination
with the Police and timely communication with the Transport Department.
3.
A comprehensive review was conducted taking into account the
comments offered by passengers, members of the public and Members of this
Subcommittee. A series of new measures to improve communication with
passengers in the event of a train service suspension have been introduced
with a view to minimising the inconvenience to passengers and assisting them
to identify the most suitable course of action to continue their journeys.
Efforts are also being made to communicate more proactively with passengers
to raise awareness on what they can do and what is available to assist them
during a train service suspension or major disruption.
Introduction of new measures for better handling of future incidents
4.
When a train service suspension occurs, the Corporation will in the
first instance need to ascertain the situation and make assessment on the
impact to train service. It will then deploy extra manpower and arrange for
shuttle buses as necessary. The Corporation hopes members of the public

will understand that the arrangement for the contingency services could take
some time to put in place after the occurrence of the incident. But the
Corporation will keep passengers informed of the situation and developments
through public announcements which will advise them to first consider taking
alternative MTR routes or other public transport.
5.
Improvements have also been made to ensure passengers are
provided with immediate information. Details are as follows:
Communication with Passengers
Improvement actions
System-wide Review of Public
Announcements
Enhanced public announcements
with details of service suspension
and advice on alternative transport
choices.



Status
Completed and implemented

Giant Information Displays
Giant pull-down maps showing
alternative transport information
such as franchised bus routes, bus
stop locations and Free MTR Shuttle
Bus pick-up points.
Signs
displayed from concourse ceilings
and at street level to mark routes to
Free MTR Shuttle Bus pick-up
points



Installations at 20 interchange
stations completed in January 2011



Installation at all 84 stations to be
completed by 2nd Quarter, 2011

New Customer Communication
System
LCD screens to be gradually
installed at station entry gates to
provide train service information and
other important notices during
service suspensions or major
disruptions.



Installed at Yau Ma Tei and Jordan
Stations



Installation at 20 interchange
stations to be completed by 2nd
Quarter, 2011



All stations to have LCD screens
by end 2013
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Station-specific Response
Station-specific
Rail
Service
Suspension
Passenger
Guides
available at each station and on the
MTR website.



Completed

Enhanced training for staff
Enhanced training for staff in both
the Operations Control Centre and at
stations
on
preparing
more
customer-oriented
public
announcements.



Ongoing
with
first
round
completed in November 2010

6.
While the deployment for extra staff and arrangement of Free MTR
Shuttle Bus may take time, improvements have also been made in these areasFree MTR Shuttle Bus Arrangement during Train Service Suspension
Improvement actions
Improved Shuttle Bus Plan
A review of the current shuttle bus
deployment plan including the
location of pick-up and drop-off
points conducted in conjunction with
the relevant Government departments
to discuss the problems encountered
and
identify
solutions
for
improvement.
Enhanced Drills with External Parties
Incorporation of the deployment of
shuttle buses into regular drills and
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Status
Completed. As a result, shuttle
bus stops at some stations have
moved to more appropriate
locations. For example, the Free
MTR Shuttle Bus Stop at Yau Ma
Tei Station is now located at
Waterloo Road rather than Nathan
Road.

First joint exercise with Hong
Kong Police, Fire Services
Department
and
Transport

Department was held in the
morning of 25 February
when the effectiveness of
communication initiatives
tested.
Regular drills
continue to be conducted.

exercises with the Police and other
emergency services to test the
effectiveness
and
coordination
between the MTR and relevant
external parties.

early
2011
new
was
will

Deployment of More Resources
Assigning more staff with enhanced
training, mainly from the Customer
Service Rapid Response Unit to man
Free MTR Shuttle Bus pick-up points
to assist in crowd management and
offer help to passengers.



Recruitment of Customer Service
Rapid Response Unit members in
progress. Unit in full operation
from 2nd Quarter, 2011.

Improved Signage
The signage system in stations and at
street level directing passengers to
Free MTR Shuttle Bus pick-up points
to be enhanced to make them more
visible
and
provide
clearer
information.



Colour-coded signage in hot pink
marking the route to Free MTR
Shuttle Bus pick-up points
introduced at 20 interchange
stations in January 2011.



Installation in all stations by
mid-2011.

Crowd Management In and Outside MTR Stations
Improvement actions
Customer Service Rapid Response
Unit
Establishment of a 60-member
dedicated Customer Service Rapid
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Status
Recruitment in progress. Unit in
full operation from 2nd Quarter,
2011

Response Unit to provide assistance to
passengers and maintain order at
stations and Free MTR Shuttle Bus
pick-up points when required. Based
at strategic locations around the MTR
network, individual teams will be
deployed to affected stations during a
train service suspension or major train
service disruption. Members will be
easily identifiable in hot pink vests.
Improved
On-street
Crowd
Management
Staff to be assigned to monitor and
report the street-level situation to
Operations Control Centre and/or
Station Control Rooms to facilitate
more effective coordination with
relevant parties such as the Police for
better crowd management.



Completed

Customised Cue-cards
As a useful tool for back-up staff
deployed to stations affected by major
train service disruptions, customised
cue-cards
containing
necessary
information such as the location of
Free MTR Shuttle Bus pick-up points
and designated exits leading to the
Bus pick-up points to be produced.



Completed

7.
The use of customised cue-cards and the deployment of the dedicated
Customer Service Rapid Response Unit will enhance assistance to passengers
during major service disruptions or train service suspensions, ensuring better
handling of passenger enquiries on-site and achieving more effective crowd
control.
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8.
The improved shuttle bus plan, laid down after a comprehensive
review on different aspects of practical execution, can facilitate better
coordination between the MTR and relevant Government departments. With
regular drills, the MTR and relevant Government departments can ensure the
smooth execution of the plan, efficiently directing the affected passengers to
the designated pick-up points, and maintaining good order at shuttle buses
pick-up points.
9.
In the meantime, communication with the Transport Department has
also been strengthened while more effective communication for MTR staff
will be introduced.
Improvement actions
Status
Full manning of the Communication Effective from late October 2010
Control Centre throughout the traffic
day.
Specific staff assigned the duty of Effective from late October 2010
ensuring timely communication with
relevant Government departments
during train service disruptions as
required.
Digital Radio System
A new digital radio system to
enhance communication between the
Operations Control Centre and staff
at stations to ensure staff are kept
up-to-date on changes in train service
arrangements for communication to
passengers.



System installation has commenced
on Tung Chung Line/ Airport
Express and is expected to
complete in 4th quarter, 2011.
Gradual roll-out thereafter.

10.
Members of the public can familiarise themselves in advance with
arrangements during a train service suspension by obtaining a Rail Service
Suspension Passenger Guide at a nearby station or downloading it from the
MTR website. The new communication measures are also promoted via three
segments broadcast on TVB from 3 March 2011, as well as a 5-minute video
being shown at 20 MTR stations.
Technical investigations and improvement measures
11.
Immediately after the incident, the Corporation conducted a technical
investigation into the cause of the 21 October 2010 incident.
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12.
In summary, an electrical short-circuit in one traction motor on board
the incident train (T48) had resulted in an excessive amount of high current
being drawn through the train’s power supply system. The train’s circuit
breaker could not stop the high current flow. The overhead line direct
current circuit breaker (DCCB) tripped open to cut off power supply in the
relevant section as a second line of protection. However, during the process
to restore power supply to the overhead line section, T48’s pantographs were
not lowered as required. The strong electrical current and intense heat
generated from repeated short-circuiting each time power passed through the
overhead line resulted in weakening of the mechanical strength of the
overhead line, which ultimately broke. The findings and immediate actions
taken were reported in the paper submitted to the Subcommittee for its
meeting held on 4 November 2010.
13.
The traction motor/circuit breaker supplier was tasked in October
2010 to investigate and determine the root causes as to why the traction motor
short-circuited and the circuit breaker did not stop the flow of electrical
current. The supplier submitted its report to the Corporation in December
2010.
Traction Motor Failure
14.
Further investigation indicated that the failure of the traction motor
was a result of a small piece of carbon having chipped off the carbon brush
inside the traction motor. Loose carbon dust dispersed within the traction
motor chamber, spreading electrical current all around the traction motor,
which ultimately caused it to short-circuit.
15.
A fleet check of carbon brushes installed in the same type of traction
motors has been conducted and all were found to be intact and in normal
condition.
Circuit Breaker Failure
16.
According to the supplier’s report, when the traction motor
short-circuited, an excessive amount of high current was drawn through the
train’s power supply system. The on-train circuit breaker operated in an
attempt to stop the current flow. However, the current flow was too large
and damaged the circuit breaker, rendering it ineffective.
17.
Over-current protection in the train electrical system is designed in
totality. The circuit breaker as installed on T48 is designed to interrupt
irregular current flow up to a specified strength (20kAmp) due to space
constraint on train underframes. When electrical current strength exceeds
the on-train circuit breaker’s designed capacity, the overhead line protection
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steps in with the DCCB tripping to cut off power supply, as was the case in
this incident.
18.
In the recovery process, the on-train and overhead line equipment are
protected through the standard operational procedure to lower the train’s
pantographs when restoring power supply. The procedure has a proven track
record of effectiveness and it was only in this case that the pantographs were
not actually lowered even though the Train Captain had confirmed that he had
done so according to instruction from the Operations Control Centre.
Improvement Measures
19.
A fleet check of the same type of traction motors and circuit breakers
has been conducted and all components are confirmed to function normally.
Nevertheless, the frequency of inspection on pantographs, circuit breakers and
traction motors has been enhanced from once every 45 days to once every 23
days.
20.
A positive visual indication in the driving cab is being designed to
give definite confirmation to Train Captains that pantographs have indeed
been lowered after operation of the pantograph control button. All trains
which do not currently have this function will be installed with the positive
visual indicator by the end of 2012.
In the interim, when pantographs
have to be lowered, Train Captains are being instructed to press the
pantograph control button twice.
21.
With the availability of a more compact design for on-train circuit
breakers that can interrupt higher current flows (30kAmp) in the market in the
recent years, the Corporation will replace the same type of on-train circuit
breakers by the end of 2011.
Conclusion
22.
The MTR Corporation takes seriously every incident that causes a
train service suspension and sincerely apologises to passengers who were
inconvenienced as a result of the Tsuen Wan Line incident on 21 October
2010. Comprehensive investigation and review have been conducted, and a
number of improvement measures have been or are in the process of being
implemented to reduce recurrence and to minimise the inconvenience caused
to passengers in the event of a train service suspension.

MTR Corporation
March 2011
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